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NOTICE, IN ACCORDANCE WITH SECTION 57C OF THE RAILWAYS ACT 
1993,AS AMENDED, OF THE OFFICE OF RAIL REGULATION'S 
DECISION TO IMPOSE A PENALTV ON NETWORKRAIL 
INFRASTRUCTURE LIMITED 

13 May 2008 

1. This document constitutes a notice, given in accordance with section 
570(6) of the Railways Act 1993, as amended (the "Act"), stating that: 

(a)	 the Officeof Rail Regulation ("ORR") has imposed a penaltyof
 
£14,000,000 on Network Rail Infrastructure Limited ("N~twork Rail");
 

(b)	 the penalty is in respect of a presentcontravention by NetworkRail
 
of condition 7 of its networklicence;
 

(c)	 ORR considers that Network Rail is contravening condition 7 of its
 
network licence by not taking, inCluding not having taken, such
 
steps as are necessary or expedientto achieve the purposes in
 
paragraph 1 of condition 7 to the greatestextent reasonably
 
practicable, in that:
 

it is failing to plan and execute projects for the renewal, 
replacement, improvement, enhancement and/or 
development of the networkwhich require possessions in 
an efficientand economical mannerand in accordance 
with best practiceso as to satisfy the reasonable 
requirements of persons providing services relating to 
railways and funders in respectof the qualityand 
capability of the network. 

The acts and omissions that, in the opinionof ORR, constitute the 
contravention are more fully set out in AnnexA of this notice; 

(d)	 the other facts which, in the opinion of ORR, Justify the imposition of 
the penaltyare set out below in this notice; 

(e)	 the penaltywhich ORR has decided to impose on NetworkRail 
relates to continuing conductof NetworkRail, particularly taking into 
account specificeventswhich have occurred in the past, and it is 
without prejudice to any other enforcement action and/orpenalty 
which ORR might decide is appropriate in relation to Network Rail's 
planning and/orexecution of projects for the renewal, replacement, 
improvement, enhancement and/ordevelopment of the network 
which require possessions; and 

(f)	 in accordance with the Act, the penaltyshould be paid to the 
Secretaryof-State. The penalty must be paid by 30 May 2008 to the 
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2. This notice follows publication of a noticeunder section 57C of theAct 
on 28 February 2008 describing ORR'sintention to impose a penalty on 
Network Rail. Representations on this notice were received from Network 
Rail on 31 March 2008and were also received from ATOC, Passenger Focus, 
the London Borough of Hackney (in two parts) and a member of the public. 
ORR has takenaccount of all the representations received. 

3. Network Rail's representations were in two parts. Having considered 
Network Rail's representations, for the reasons set out below, ORRdoesnot 
accept eitherpartof them. Also for the reasons set out below ORR doesnot 
accept any of the other representations received. 

4. ORRhas therefore decided to confirm the penalty of £14,000,000 
described in the notice it published on 28 February 2008. 

Relevant legal provisions 

5. Undersection 57A of the Act, ORR may levya penalty of such amount 
as is reasonable if it is satisfied that the licence holder is contravening or has 
contravened a licence condition. The amount may not exceed 10 per centof 
the licence holder's turnover defined in accordance with the Railways Act 
1993 (Determination of Turnover) Order2005 (SI 2005 No 2185). In broad 
terms, the Orderdefines applicable turnover as turnover on regulated actiVity 
in GreatBritain in the business year preceding the penalty noticeunder 
section 57C(1), plus, where the contravention lasted for morethan a year, an 
additional sum for such additional period (provided that the total sum is not 
more than double the preceding business year's turnover). Network Rail's 
turnover for 2006-2007 on regulated activity was approximately £5.5 biilion. 

6. No penaltymay be imposed in respect of a contravention unless a • 
notice is served on the licence holderwithin two yearsof the time of the 
contravention. 

7. Undersection 57A(6) of the Act, ORR shall not impose a penalty if it is 
satisfied that the most appropriate wayof proceeding is underthe Competition 
Act 1998. In this case, ORRconsiders that the issue is one of a breach of a 
specific licenceobligation and is not satisfied that it is appropriate to proceed 
underthe Competition Act 1998 when there is a specific provision in Network 
Rail'snetwork licence which is beingcontravened. 

8. The re.levant condition of Network Rail's licence is condition 7. 

9. Condition 7 requires Network Rail, by virtueof paragraph 2, to: 

''take such stepsas are necessary or expedient so as to achieve the 
purpose to the greatestextent reasonably practicable having regard to 
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all relevant circumstances including the ability of the licence holder ~ . .. . 
[Network Rail] to finance its licensed activities". 

"The purpose" referred to in paragraph 2 of condition 7 is defined in paragraph 
1, and is: 

"to secure: 

(a)	 the operation and maintenance of the network; 

(b)	 the renewal and replacement of the network; and 

(c)	 the improvement, enhancement and development of the
 
network,
 

in each case in accordance with best practice and in a timely, efficient 
and economical manner so as to satisfy the reasonable requirements 
of persons providing services relating to railways and funders in 
respect of: 

(i)	 the quality and capability of the network; and 

(ii)	 the facilitation of railway service performance in respect of
 
services for the carriage of passengers and goods by railway
 
operating on the network."
 

The contravention 

10. ORR is satisfied that Network Rail is contravening condition 7 of its 
network licence by not taking, including not haVing taken, such steps as are 
necessary or expedient, to achieve the purpose in paragraph 1 of condition 7 
to the greatest extent reasonably practicable. 

11. In particular, ORR is satisfied that Network Rail is failing to plan and 
execute projects for the renewal, replacement, improvement, enhancement 
and/or development of the network which require possessions in an efficient 
and economical manner and in accordance with best practice. Several areas 
of concern have led ORR to this view. These include weaknesses in Network 
Rail's risk management, its management of suppliers, its site management 
and its communications with customers and rail users in relation to such 
possessions. These areas were explained in more detail at Annex A to the 
notice ORR published on 28 February 2008 which for ease of reference is 
attached again at Annex A to this document. 

12. In concluding that the contravention is a present contravention, ORR 
has not (taking into account the nature of the breach) determined the precise 
date on which the contravention began but it considers that the contravention 
has been continuing for some time. ORR considers that it is appropriate and 
in line with its economic enforcement policy for it to focus on the sustained 
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weaknesses which it has identified in its investigation instead of focussing 
solely on identifying particular, specific pasteventswhich might in themselves 
have been capable of beingcontraventions. 

13. The penalty which ORRis imposing in this notice particularly takes into 
account the specific events which have occurred in the past which it considers 
are a manifestation of the present andcontinuing contravention. 

Network Rail representations on penalty 

14. Network Rail made representations to ORRon 31 March 2008 in 
response to the notice dated 28 February 2008 proposing the penalty. The 
representations were in two parts. 

Representations on mitigating action 

15. Network Rail's first representation was that ORRshould eliminate the 
fine on the basis that Network Rail would set up a scheme to fund 
improvements which provide directbenefit to usersof the railway which would 
havean estimated netcost of around £19 million, although this includes the 
costof someplanned works in CP4 which would be brought forward and 
would be netted off against the totalcost. This would result in action witha net 
costof around £14million. Network Rail attached to its representation copies 
of correspondence from representatives of passengers, freightusers, 
passenger train operators and freighttrain operators in response to an 
invitation for them to set out their views on how suchfundscould bestbe 
spent. 

16. ORR has considered this representation in the context of its economic 
enforcement policyand penalties statement', This does not state specifically 
howORRwill deal with a proposal of this kind. However, ORR's penalties 
statement does provide that as well as the mitigating factors listed in the 
statement"Additionalfactors mayalso be considered, depending on the 
particular facts and circumstances ofa specificindividual case." In this case, 
ORR has considered to what extent Network Rail'sproposal should be 
regarded as mitigation, bearing in mind the principal objective of a penalty, as 
set out in ORR's penalties statement, is to incentivise compliance. ORRhas 
taken intoaccountthe fact that Network Rail has comeforward With its 
proposal only afterORR has proposed a penaltyin respect of its licence 
breach. In these circumstances, ORRconsiders that Network Rail'sproposal 
to set up a fund could not count as 100% mitigation in this case because it is 
ORR's judgment that,despite the proposed fund, a penalty would still be 
required to encourage NetworkRail'scompliance with its licence obligations 

1 http://www.rail~reg.gov.uklupload/pdf/287a.pdf The penalties statement starts at 
section 4. 
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generally, and ORRwants to encourage licence holders to be proactive in 
securing and maintaining compliance without regulatory intervention. 
Therefore, as Network Rail'sproposal is conditional on ORReliminating the 
fine altogether, andas ORRdoes notconsider it is appropriate to do so, ORR 
doesnotacceptthe representation made by Network Rail. 

Representations on theproposedpenaltyof £14miJlion 

17. The second representation from Network Railwasthat if the first 
proposal was not accepted then the levelof fine should be reduced in any 
eventfor four key reasons. ORR'sconsideration of eachof these reasons is 
set out below. 

The problems over Christmas were not systemic 

18. In its representations, Network Rail statedthat it did not thinkthat the 
problems which occurred over Christmas were systemic and therefore this 
warranted a reduction in the proposed fine. This is despite Network Rail 
haVing acknowledged in meetings to ORRthat the weaknesses identified by 
ORRin the final order it proposed on 28 February 2008existand will take a 
period of time to remedy. In ORR's investigation report dated28 February 
2008,ORRconcluded that the weaknesses it identified weresystemic and 
were likelyto manifest themselves from time to time. ORRtherefore does not 
consider that this representation should lead to a reduction in the penalty. 

Network Rail tookall reasonable steps to ensure thatsufficientmanpower was 
available 

19. In its representations, Network Rail said that the fact that it had taken 
all reasonable practical steps to ensurethat sufficient manpower was 
available to complete the works shouldbe a factorfor reduction in the 
proposed penalty. ORRdoes not considerthat this representation raises any 
newfacts. It considered this issuewhen it·came to the conclusion that 
Network Rail was in breach of its licence for failing to planand execute 
projects for the renewal, replacement, improvement and enhancement and/or 
development of the network which requires possessions. ORR does not 
therefore considerthat this representation is relevant to the imposition or level 
of penalty. 

Theeffecton NetworkRail's reputation of the overruns beingsufficient 
incentive to avoid repeats of the Christmas/New Yearoverruns 

20. In its representations, NetworkRail said that the effecton Network 
Rail's reputation of the overruns is sufficient incentive to avoid repeats of the 
Christmas/New Yearoverruns and therefore a penaltywas unnecessary. 
ORR acknowledges that when considering how to incentivise Network Rail's 
compliance with its licence, the impactof the penalty is likely to be largely 
reputational rather than financial. ORR accepts that Network Rail's reputation 
had alreadybeen damaged by the overruns beforeORR found Network Rail 
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in breach of its licence and proposed a penalty. However, thiswasclear to 
~
 

ORR when it considered arguments about whether to propose a penalty.
 
Despite this, ORR considered that in order to incentivise Network Rail's
 
compliance with its licence a penalty at the levelit proposed wasstill
 
appropriate. ORRtherefore does notconsider that this is a newargument or
 
information which should cause it to revisit the levelof penalty now.
 

Network Rail is constantly seekingto improve its performance and has 
already learnt lessons from its experience overChristmas/New Year 

21. In its representations, Nework Rail said that it is constantly seeking to 
improve all aspects of business performance and had already learnt its 
lessons from the experience over Christmas and NewYear. 

22. ORA considers that in proposing a penalty of £14 million it had 
recognised that Network Rail hadproactively conducted internal reviews into 
the Rugby and Liverpool Streetoverruns, as this wastaken intoaccount as a 
mitigating factor. ORRtherefore considers that it hadalready taken into 
account thesefactors. 

23, Forthe reasons set out above, OARdoes notconsider that anyof the 
representations made by Network Rail in its letterof 31 March 2008 cause it 
to change its proposal to impose a penalty or reduce the amount of penalty 
proposed. 

Otherrepresentations 

24. ORRalso received representations from ATOC, Passenger Focus, the 
London Borough of Hackney and a member of the public in response to the 
notice it published on 28 February 2008. 

25. The representations from Passenger Focusand ATOC supported 
Network Rail'sproposed action and commented on the detailof the proposal 
for a scheme for passenger benefits as referred to at paragraph 15 above. 
The representations from the London Borough of Hackney and the member of 
the publicalso stated that the moreappropriate penalty would be for Network 
Rail to invest the penalty monies in specific works which would bringbenefits 
to passengers or the rail industry. For the reasons set out above, OAR has 
not accepted Network Rail's representations regarding the proposal to fund 
passenger benefits andtherefore these representations are also not 
accepted. 

26. The representation from the member of the public alsosuggested that 
the monies associated with the penalty shouldbe paidto the train operators 
whowere affected by the over-runs at Rugby, Liverpool Street& Shields 
Junction so that they coulddistribute it to passengers who were affected by 
the disruption. We note, however, that if ORA considers that a penalty is 
appropriate in accordance with its economic enforcement policyand penalties 
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27. For the reasons set out above ORR does not consider that the 
representations received from ATOC, Passenger Focus, the London Borough 
of Hackney and a member of the public cause it to change its proposal 
regarding levying a £14 million fine on Network Rail. 

Whether to Impose a penalty 

28. Section 57B(3) of the Act provides that, in deciding whether to impose 
a penalty, and in determining the amount of any penalty, ORR must have 
regard to any statement of policy pUblished at the time when the contravention 
occurred. In April 2006, ORR published its economic enforcement policy and 
penalties statement" 

29. At paragraph 5 of ORR's penalties statement, ORR states that, in 
deciding whether to impose a penalty, it will act in accordance with its duties 
under section 4 of the Act and will take account of five principles of good 
regulation: proportionality, targeting, consistency, transparency, and 
accountability. ORR also says in its penalties statement that the penalty 
should be proportionate to the nature and severity of the contravention. At 
paragraph 7 of the penalties statement, ORR has stated that it will consider, in 
particular: 

(a)	 the seriousness of the breach; 

(b)	 whether the breach or possibility of the breach would have been 
apparent to a diligent licence holder; 

. (c) culpability; 

(d)	 the extent to which a penalty or reasonable sum would provide 
additional incentives on the licence holder to remedy the breach; 

(e)	 the impact the breach has had on third parties; 

(f)	 whether the licence holder has profited from the breach; and 

(g)	 the licence holder's record of compliance or non-compliance 
with this and other obligations and the need to provide an 
incentive for it to comply with its licence obligations generally. 

30. On this basis, following its decision that Network Rail is contravening 
condition 7 and, having considered the representations made in relation to its 
proposed penalty decision, ORR has decided to impose a penalty on Network 

2 Seefootnote 1 
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Rail. This notice relates to the present contravention of Network Rail detailed 
in this notice, and it is without prejudice to anyother enforcement action 
and/or penalty that ORR mightdecide to be appropriate in relation to Network 
Rail's planning andexecution of projects for the renewal, replacement, 
improvement, enhancement and/or development of the network which require 
possessions or moregenerally. 

31. In reaching this decision, ORR has had regard to its economic 
enforcement policywhich is considered in moredetail below. 

(a) Seriousness of the breach 

32. ORR considers that this breach has affected and is continuing to affect 
Network Rail's abilityto renew, replace, improve and/or develop the network. 

33. The weaknesses in aspects of Network Rail's riskassessment, supplier 
management, site management, andcommunication which ORRhas 
identified in its investigation and which were revealed in the overruns at 
Rugby, Liverpool Streetand Shields Junction havehad a seriousimpacton 
trainoperators, passengers and freightcustomers, and, by damaging the 
reputation of the railway, on the useof the railway network for the carriage of 
passengers and goods. 

34. The fact that these weaknesses have not been addressed and are 
continuing makesthis breach even moreserious. A particular reason for this 
is that Network Rail is carrying out an increasing volume of work in respect of 
projects for the renewal, replacement, improvement, enhancement and/or 
development of the network which reqUire possessions and it needsto be 
capable of planning and executing thesepossessions in an efficient and 
economic manner. Although there are manyexamples of goodpractice in 
planning, risk assessment and project management within Network Rail, ORR 
hasconcluded that its ongoing failure to applythese consistently across the 
network meansthat this Isa serious breach. 

(b) Whether the breach or possibility of the breach would have been apparent 
to a diligent licence holder 

35. ORR considers that the possibility of breach would havebeenapparent 
to a diligent licence holder. Indeed, Network Rail had a warning of the 
implications of not addressing weaknesses in its planning and risk 
assessment when ORRfound it had breached its licence in the Portsmouth 
case", 

3 see http://www.rail-reg.gov.uklserverlshow/ConWebDoc.8836 
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(c) Culpability 

36. ORR considers that Network Rail is culpable in that it is failing (i.e. has 
failed in the pastand is continuing to fail) to applybest practice in its planning 
and execution of projects for the renewal, replacement, improvement, 
enhancement and/ordevelopment of the network which require possessions. 
Even where contractors are and havebeen involved in the weaknesses, 
Network Rail is responsible to its customers and funders andshould ensure 
that it has fit for purpose processes in place to manage its contractors as 
effectively as possible. 

(d) The extent to which a penalty wouldprovideadditionalincentives on the 
licence holder to remedythe breach 

37. As ORRhas also issued a final orderundersection 56 of the Act to 
secure compliance withcondition 7, it doesnot consider in this case that a 
penalty would provide additional incentives on Network Rail to remedy the 
breach. 

(e) The impact the breachhas had on thirdparties 

38. The contravention is continuing but there is clear evidence set out in 
ORR's investigation report of the impactthat the weaknesses in Network 
Rail's processes (Le. the breach) has already had on third parties particularly 
as a resultof the events at Rugby, Liverpool Streetand Shields Junction. The 
breach has therefore had an unacceptable impacton train operators and on 
passengers and freightcustomers in the short term. It is difficultto gauge the 
longer term impactat this stage, but, as our investigation report setsout, 
some train operators have expressed concern about the long-term damage to 
future business. 

(t) Whe~her the licenceholder has profited from the breach 

39. ORRhas no evidence that Network Rail has profited fromthe breach. 
In the particular casesover the NewYearperiod, it has told us that it 
estimates the cost of the threeoverruns at Rugby, Liverpool Streetand 
Shields Junction, which are taken into account in our determination that there 
is a continuing breach, at £21 .3million. 

(g) The licence holder's record of compliance or non-compliance with this and 
other obligations and the need to providean incentive for it to comply with its 
licence obligations generally 

40. ORRhas found the licence holder in breach of its licence six times 
since it was acquired by NetworkRail Limited and previous to the findings of 
breach ORRannounced on 28 February 2008. 

41. ORR'scurrent investigation has identified significant shortcomings in 
the foHowing areas- risk management, suppliermanagement, site 
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management, andcommunication with customers. Furthermore ORR's 
investigation hashighlighted that Network Rail has failed to applyconsistently 
the lessons arising from Portsmouth. 

42. ORRconsiders it is important to use its enforcement and penalty 
powers to incentivise compliance. Itspenalties statement callsfor a penalty or 
sum set at the minimum necessary to incentivise compliance. Paragraph 12of 
thepenalties statement makes it clearthat this is directed at compliance 
generally rather than the narrow aspects of the particular breach. ORRalso 
wants to encourage licence holders to be proactive in securing and 
maintaining compliance without regulatory intervention. 

Assessment of the amount,payable 

43. Whenassessing the amountof a penalty ORR has stated in its 
penalties statement that it is likely to consider a number of factors falling into 
three categories: 

(a) proportionality; 

(b) mitigating andaggravating factors; and 

(c) finanCing issues. 

The factors which ORR has taken intoaccount in respect of this breach in 
assessing the amount of the penalty are set out below. 

Proportionality 

44. ORR has stated, in paragraph 10of its penalties statement, that its 
principal objective in setting a penalty or imposing a reasonable sum will be to 
incentivise compliance with the relevant condition or requirement. 

I 

Context for Network Rail 

45. Whenconsidering how to incentivise a company suchas Network Rail, 
the impactof a penalty is likely to be largelyreputational rather than financial. 
In this case, ORRconsiders that a penalty must be sufficiently high to sighal 
unequivocally to Network Rail that it mustaddressthe weaknesses in its 
planning and execution of projects for the renewal, replacement, 
improvement, enhancement and development of the network which require 
possessions, whilealsobeing proportionate to the breach and consistent with 
the otherfactors in ORR'spenalties statement. 

46. In the context of the Portsmouth breach, ORRconsidered broadly, and 
withoutprejudice to future decisions. how breaches by a company such as 
Network Rail, with its current financial structure, mightbe categorised by 
reference to their level of seriousness. "Seriousness" would be likelyto be 
judgedby a number of factors, depending on the facts of the individual case, 
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• A "trivial" breach would not usually merita penalty, although ORR 
would consider the merits of a penalty in relation to eachindividual 
case. 

• For "minor" breaches, the range of penalty, where Network Rail has 
not profited from the breach and before any mitigating or aggravating 
factors are taken into account, mightbe up to £2 million. 

• A "moderately serious" breach would be one that is morethan a 
"minor" breach, taking intoaccount a number of factors including the 
impactof the breach on trainoperators and passengers. Forsuch 
breaches, the range of penalty, where Network Rail has not profited 
from the breach and before any mitigating or aggravating factors are 
taken into account mightbe between £2 million..£10 million. 

47. For the reasons set out above, ORRconsiders that the breach is more 
serious than any of the categories set out above. ORR considers that if the 
weaknesses in Network Rail'splanning and execution of projects for the 
renewal, replacement, improvement, enhancement and development of the 
network which require possessions are not addressed thenthe breach could 
continue to manifest itself in wayswhich could have a similar impacton third 
parties to those arising at Christmas and NewYear. In exercising its 
judgment, ORR considers that this is a serious breach. ORR alsoconsiders 
that, in thiscase and without prejudice to futuredecisions, the starting point, 
before any aggravating or mitigating factors are taken into account, for the 
level of the penalty for contraventions of this nature is in the range of £10 
million - £25 million. 

48. Paragraph 10 of the penalties statement statesthat the starting point 
for any potential penalty or sum imposed should be an amountgreaterthan 
any benefitfor the licence holderfrom not having been compliant in the first 
place, suchthat it will be moreexpensive for the licence holderto have been 
or continue to be in breachof its licence condition than to comply. As we 
explain below Network Rail has not benefited from this non-compliance. 

49. Paragraph 11 of the penalties statement sets out factorsto which ORR 
shall have regard when settingthe levelof penalty. Theseare: ' 

(a)	 the amountit would havecost Network Rail to be compliant; 

(b)	 the cost incurred by third parties as aresult of the breach; 

(c)	 any benefitfrom non-compliance enjoyed by the !i,cence holder; and 

(d)	 the desirability of deterring contraventions of relevant licence 
conditions. 
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(a) The cost to Network Rail ofcompliance 

50. We do not consider that the costof compliance for Network Rail is a 
material consideration in respect of this contravention. 

(b) The costs to thirdparties 

51. This breach is continuing. There is clear evidence of the impact of the 
breach on third parties in the events at Rugby, Liverpool Street and Shields 
Junction. These overruns that arose as a consequence of the ongoing breach 
hadan unacceptable impact on trainoperators andon passengers andfreight 
customers. The impact in terms of cost in relation to train operators is unlikely 
to be significant because it is understood that they will have been or will be 
compensated undera combination of PartG of the network code and 
Schedule 4 and Schedule 8 of their trackaccess contracts. However, the cost 
of the additional disruption to passengers is likelyto have been large, 
although ORRhas not tried to quantify this, considering that it was not 
appropriate to do so for a continuing breach of this nature. 

52. It is particularly difficult to gauge the longertermfinancial impacton 
trainoperators andon passengers and freightcustomers at this stage, but 
sometrain operators haveexpressed concemaboutthe longterm damage to 
future business. 

(c)Any benefit to the licenceholder from non-compliance 

53. Network Rail has not benefited from non-compliance. It has suffered 
damage to its reputation and is likelyto face significant costs. 

(d) Desirabilityofdeterring contraventions of relevantlicenceconditions 

54. ORR'sprimary objective in setting a penalty is to incentivise 
compliance and to deter futurecontraventions of licence conditions. ORR 
considers that the fact that, as a result of this particular breach, Network Rail 
will probably haveto bear significant costs to rectify it does not give it the 
same incentive to comply with its licence conditions in future as a penalty 
imposed by its regulator that is in the publicdomain. ORRtherefore considers 
that a penalty is desirable in this caseto deter future contraventions. 

Conclusion on proportionality 

55. The breach of condition 7 covered by this notice is a continuing and 
seriousbreach. Network Rail has not benefited from it; indeed it has incurred 
significant costsas a result. However, NetworkRail's engineering programme 
is an important partof the renewal and growth of the network and this breach 
hashad and, if not remedied, is likelyto manifestitself in further adverse 
impacton stakeholders and, by damaging the reputation of the railway, on the 
use of the railway networkfor the carriage of passengers and goods. 
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~"" 56. Ultimately, ORRconsiders that, having taking into account the factors 

referred to above, anydecision on a proportionate penalty is a matterof 
judgement and not arithmetic. This is particularly the casewhere there is a 
continuing breach andwhere the full extent of the actual impact on the licence 
holderand third parties cannotbe quantified. Taking all relevant factors into 
account, ORRhas decided that, within the range of £10 million to £25 million 
that it would normally consider appropriate for a "serious" breach for a 
company suchas Network Rail, a penalty around the middle of this range 
would be proportionate for this breach. 

Mitigating and Aggravating factors 

57. ORRconsiders that the relevant mitigating and aggravating factorsand 
any mitigation or aggravation will be a question of fact and judgement for each 
case. 

Mitigating factors 

58. Paragraph 13of the penalties statement setsout a non-exhaustive list 
of factors that ORRmayconsider as mitigation. Theseare: 

(a) remedial steps to rectify the breach and 

(b) any steps taken to minimise the risk of the breach recurring 

59. As this is a continuing breach, ORR has taken thesetwo factors 
together. Network Rail has proactively conducted internal reviews into Rugby 
and Liverpool Street. The recommendations include establishing the capability 
of OLE resources, more robust schedules for complex projects, testsof core 
assumptions in SQRAs, and making improvements in blockade management 
and reporting. ORR therefore considers that there should be mitigation under 
both these headings. 

(c) co-operation with ORR's investigation 

60. Network Rail has co-operated fully with ORR and has shared the 
reports of its internal investigations. ORRdoes not consider that Network Rail 
deliberately tried to conceal the breach. ORR considers that mitigation should 
be allowed in relation to NetworkRail'scooperation. 

(d) evidence that the breach was genuinely accidental or inadvertent 

61. ORR does not considerthat the breachwas genuinely accidental or 
inadvertent. No mitigation should be allowed under this heading. 

Aggravating factors 

61. Paragraph 15of the penalties statement sets out a non-exhaustive list 
of the factorsthat ORR may consideras aggravating. These are addressed 
below. 
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(a) Whether any infringement is deliberate or reckless 

62. ORRconsiders that the breach is not deliberate or reckless and 
therefore this should notbe treated as an aggravating factor. 

(b) Repeated or continuing infringement of thisor otherobligations, 
particularly if subsequent breaches occurafter the licence holderbecomes 
awareot or is made awareot, the initial infringement 

63. Network Rail hashad two warnings of weaknesses in respect of its 
planning and execution of projects for the renewal, replacement, 
improvement, enhancement and/ordevelopment of the network which require 
possessions. These were at Sandbach-Wilmslow where we identified a 
weakness in Network Rail'splanning of complex engineering work andthe 
breach at Portsmouth. Although the current breach is broader thanthat at 
Portsmouth because it is not limited to one project, after Portsmouth ORR 
highli.ghted in letters to Network Rail the importance in applying lessons from 
that breach and received assurances that theywould be applied. The 
evidence ORRhas seen in its investigation has shown that the lessons have 
been implemented only partially. ORRtherefore considers this to be an 
aggravating factor. 

(c) The extentof involvement of directors or seniormanagement in theaction 
or inaction which causedthe breach or their lack of involvement in action 
to remedy the breach 

64. The breach involves both the overall approach Network Rail is adopting 
and its application on the ground. Both of theseare the responsibility of 
Network Rail's seniormanagement who should have ensured that past 
failings, including those at Portsmouth, wereaddressed. Network Rail'ssenior 
management has been proactive in trying to identify whatwent wrong in the 
specific, events at Rugby, Liverpool Streetand Shields Junction, but ORR 
remains concerned that the company needsto ensure that actionis taken to 
remedy these weaknesses. ORR therefore considers that this is an 
aggravating factor. 

(d) The absence of internalprocedures intended to preventinfn'ngements 
occurring and theextent to which organisational weaknesses mayresult in 
repeated infringements of the same typeby the samelicence holder 

65. ORRhas identified serious weaknesses in Network Rail'splanning and 
execution of projects for the renewal, replacement, improvement. 
enhancement and development of the network which reqUire possessions 
and, if theseare not reviewed and addressed, there is a riskof repeated 
infringement with potentially greater impact. However, this is the subject 
matterof the breach and therefore ORRdoes not consider it should havean 
additional effecton the levelof penalty. 
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Othermitigating or aggravating factors 

66. ORR'spenalties statement states that other mitigating or aggravating 
factors may arise in a specific case. In Network Rail's representations in 
response to the penalty we proposed in the notice dated28 February 2008, it 
made a proposal to set up a fund to be accepted as 100% mitigation of the 
proposed penalty. The detailsof the proposal andORR's reasons for not 
accepting it as 100% mitigation are set out at paragraphs 14~ 16 above and 
are therefore not repeated here. 

67. In this case, there are therefore three relevant mitigating factors and 
two relevant aggravating factors that ORRhastaken into account. 

Financing issues 

68. ORRhas a duty undersection 4 of the Act not to makeit undulydifficult 
for a network licence holderto finance those activities in relation to which 
ORRhas functions. In the caseof Network Rail, this duty mighthave a 
bearing on the levelof penalty ORRmight impose. In this case, ORRdoes not 
consider that the range of the penalty indicated in paragraph 47 would make it 
undulydifficultfor the licence holderto finance its activities, and ORR 
considers it consistent with its duties undersections 4(1 )(b) (to promote the 
use of the network for the carriage of passengers and goods), 4(1)(c) 
(promoting efficiency and economy) and 4(1)(g) (enabling persons providing 
railway services to plan their businesses with a reasonable degree of 
assurance). 

ConclusIon 

69. Having regard to ORR'sduties in section 4 of the Act, the factors listed 
in paragraph 7 of ORR's penalties statement and for the reasons set out 
above, ORR has decided that it should impose a penalty in respect of Network 
.Rail's contravention of condition 7 as described in this notice. 

70. For the reasons set out above, and havingregard to the factors listed in 
paragraphs 9-17 of ORR's penalties statement, ORR has imposed a penalty 
of £14,000,000. 

Bill Emery 

Chief Executive of the Office of Rail Regulation 
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The Licence Contravention 

1. This annexcontains supporting information in relation to the 
Contravention. It is underpinned by the full facts andfindings in the findings
report', 

2. Our report reveals significant weaknesses within Network Rail's 
application of risk assessment and mitigation measures. Thesefail to reflect 
adequately the complexity and significance of the workand the potential 
impact of possession overruns on train operators, passengers, and freight 
customers. 

3. Our assessment of these weaknesses has also taken account of the 
particular failings at Portsmouth, where oneof the areasof concern which led 
us to conclude that Network Rail was in breach of its network licencewas 
Network Rail'sfailure to: 

"'identify riskseffectively and to develop adequate mitigation measures, 
including contingency plans, to address thepossibility ofextended 
disruption to services and thepotentialeffectof thison thirdparties." 

4. We have concluded in our reportthat these weaknesses are unlikely to be 
confined solelyto the three casescovered by our investigation, andthat, ' 
based on the evidence we have seen, they are weaknesses whichare present 
to some degree across the organisation and which, unless Network Rail takes 
action, will manifest themselves fromtimeto time in similar disruptive 
overruns to those which took placeoverChristmaslNew Yearand at 
Portsmouth. 

5. We understand that Network Rail has procedures and processes in place 
which require that schedule quantitative risk assessments ("SQRA") and 
readiness reviews are undertaken in certain circumstances. As we havesaid 
in our report, in the caseof Rugby, we have found that therewas a high level 
of review and risk assessment in the months preceding the blockade. 

6. At Liverpool Street, however, the SQRAprocess was not satisfactory5. 
Despite the engineering works involving a major possession which involved 
closing a majorLondon terminus for a significant period of time, the last 
SQRA which was undertaken in relation to the overhead line engineering work 
was in August2007,four monthsbefore the work began. Even whenthere 
were then later issuesregarding the lateordering of materials and late 
addition of extraworkto the blockade around T-4, no furtherSQRAwas 

4 Published on our website 

5 Seeparagraph 2.58 of our report in particular 
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undertaken. We do notconsiderthat this is consistent with goodpractice in 
theplanning of engineering projects which require possessions. . 

7. At Shields Junction (Glasgow), Network Rail dispensed with the 
application of the SQRA process altogether on the grounds that this 
methodology had not previously beenfound to be robust. Network Rail 
proceeded with the possession withouthaving formally assessed and 
mitigated significant schedule risks, particularly those associated withsignal 
integration problems thatwere clearlyforeseeable but that which would only 
be crystallised at the end of the blockade. We do not consider that this is 
consistent withgoodpractice. 

8. We also notethat Network Rail haschosen to carryout regular readiness 
reviews on certain types of signalling blockade which include scrutinising 
project plans in order to improve the robustness of the blockade plan. While 
Network Rail has recognised the value in carrying theseout for certain types 
of signalling blockade, it does not applythem moreWidely to complex and/or 
significant work in other fields. We consider this a failure to applygood 
practice. 

9. We alsoconsider that the provision of inadequate information by Network 
Rail to trainoperators reflects failings in site management identified in our 
report, including lack of effective reporting lines and knowledge of physical 
completion of work on site. 

1O.ln particular, our investigation into the three overruns over the Christmas 
period" has led us to conclude that there is a lack of clear site management 
reporting milestones during possessions which would provide bettervisibility 
for all partiesabout the volumeof physical work remaining and the time 
required to complete it. 

11.ln our view, an infrastructure manager applying best practice and adopting 
an economic and efficient approach would ensure it knows whatwork has 
beencompleted and whetherthe work is progressing according to its latest 
plan. It would ensure that it has the right levelof understanding through 
effective site management of the amount of work to be done and the likelihood 
of an overrun and that it had an adequate chain of communication so that its 
customers receive timelyand accurate lnformatlon'. This is a significant 
weakness in Network Rail's current approach. 

12.Connected with risk assessment and effective site management are issues 
shown in our reporton the management of contractors. We have identified 
someover reliance on information from contractors, partiCUlarly on site, which 
has affected communication of accurate information. 

6 see paragraph 2.109 of our report 

7 see paragraphs 2.35, 2.69 and 2.94-2.96 of the report. 
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13.We highlighted in the breach at Portsmouth the need for Network Rail to 
assess the plansandscrutinise the workof its contractor. We notethat at 
Liverpool StreetNetwork Rail was late to identifybefore the possession that 
its contractor had not ordered someessential material. We also notethat 
Network Raildid not appearto challenge the low levelof supervision from its 
contractor at Liverpool Street. All of these factors leadus to conclude that 
there are current weaknesses in Network Rail's risk assessment and 
management of its suppliers. 

14. In conclusion, better riskassessment and mitigation as part of the 
planning of the workwould address manyof the weaknesses highlighted 
above. Significant improvements couldalso be madein arrangements with 
contractors, in site management - so thatunexpected events can be dealtwith 
and managed adequately as they arise -, and in communication bothwithin 
Network Rail and to train operators. We consider that reasonably practicable 
stepswere andare available to Network Rail to address the weaknesses 
highlighted above. 
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